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OPEN EYES
Humanity And The Technological Other In Metropolis And L’Inhumaine

Nabanita Karanjai

ABSTRACT
One of the main figures in science fiction, serving to question the assumed humanity of the

protagonist and its race is the non-human, technological Other – the robot or the android. The
narrative function of the android is in general to display their maker’s power over nature, or of
proving the maker’s superiority to nature and other humans not engaged in the technological
process therewith. It is only through the android’s quest for asserting its own humanity and
claiming equal status with its human makers that the protagonist is forced to reckon with his
own humanity, or lack thereof. Therefore, the non-human Other is the principal signifier that
forms the self-fashioning of the human subject and defining the ontological status of being
human.

Keeping in mind the above trajectory of literary representation I wish to discuss Fritz
Lang’s Metropolis and Marcel L’Herbier’sL’Inhumaine as presenting the “inhuman”,
technological Other that serves to question and define what it means to be human in the age of
industrial technology. While interrogating the hubristic humanity of its human makers the robots
in these two classics of Expressionist cinema also problematize gendered and sexualized
representations of the technological Other. The mechanical body of the Other is seen as the
object of intense desire : flesh turns to metal to fuel capital growth. The common denominator
between the machine and the perverse, non-procreative sexuality of the ‘femme fatale’ in
Metropolis and L’Inhumaine as being “inhuman”, locates the issue of artistic practice at the
core of industrialised modernity. Referring to Jean Francois Lyotard’s The Inhuman (1989)
I propose that the lack of humanity brought to light through representations of the machinic
Other symbolizes the quintessential humanity of the subject and points the discursive shift
towards posthumanity. In other words, how the inhuman dialectically functions to define what
it means to be human is the focus of my paper.
Keywords : technology, Other, inhuman, human

Introduction
In science fiction, the representation of the Other has always been hinged upon its difference

from the human world it has been set up against. The manifestations of this Other can be either
machinic or extra-terrestrial. Most of the time this Other is the technological or the machinic
Other that by its very difference establishes and re-establishes what it means to be human.
Therefore, the presence of the non-human, while it aims at propagating the very humanist
concepts that led to its existence, ends up re-enforcing humanist concepts while proceeding
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to interrogate and subvert them. This leads to the question, what is the kind of ‘humanity’ that
is espoused in culture? Is the so-called humanity something that homogenizes and imposes
‘universalising essence’ according to what it believes is right? What are the politics of
representation behind the definition of ‘humanity’ as such? These are some of the concerns
that will be the focus of this paper.

Androids—robots that look like humans—serve as central characters in popular science
fiction all the way back to the origins of those forms. In cinema like Metropolis and
L’Inhumaine, they primarily have two values: they are mostly symbols of technological threat—
the dangers of industrialism and the dangers of human ingenuity and automated slave labor in
later ones. These narratives already work towards debunking the myth of humanist progress
brought about by science and technology. At the same time they propose a different idea of
what does it mean to be human, one that can only be called ‘posthuman’. Androids and
robots made in the image of man are literal posthumans, a new hybrid species of future human
modified by advanced technology. As they simulate humanity they bring about an active,
conscious blurring between machines and humans. This has caused idea of the humanist subject
to being undermined, and consequently has led to a re-evaluation of the subject in the face of
technological change.

Interrogating Humanism
The humanist conception of man as an autonomous, self-regulating and rational being

capable of individual perfection has been debunked since the 1960s as propagating a monolithic
image of man as primarily white, male, straight and European. The Other has been exoticised
and at the same time has been reduced to a homogenizing essence that conforms to an ‘identical’
human nature, that “their diversity is only formal and does not belie the existence of a common
mould”(Barthes). This shows humanism’s inability to imagine the Other on terms of the Other
…all petit-bourgeois mythology is this impotence to imagine the Other. Otherness is the concept
most antipathetic to ‘commonsense’. Every myth tends fatally toa narrowanthropomorphism
and, worse still, to what might becalled an anthropomorphism of class. (Barthes)

The issue of imagining the Other was sidelined and what took precedence was the
establishment of the subject as mediated through ideology of the State (Althusser), the
unconscious (Lacan) and through history (Foucault). In the unravelling of the category of the
human, poststructuralist theory ended up talking about the human. This was pointed out by
Jacques Derrida in his critique of Michel Foucault’s Madness and Civilization, in which
Foucault discusses the humanist tradition of reason, which habitually exiles madness by making
it nothing but a silent object, an other, an outside. According to Derrida, Foucault’s ‘archaeology
of science’ is itself “an organized language, a project, an order, a sentence, a syntax, a
work”(Derrida) repeats precisely what it claims to repeal: the book is perfectly reasonable,
logical, ordered, coherent and therefore the subscribing to the rationale of Enlightenment that
has proved the zenith of humanism. What is notable about Derrida’s words are is “reluctance
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to be seduced by anti-humanism’s appeal to a pure outside.” (Badmington) Because every
aspect of western thought is touched in some way by the legacy of humanism, any claim to be
marking the end of ‘Man’ is bound to be marked with the language of ‘Man’. In this way, by
exposing the humanist strands in anti-humanist thought, Derrida exposes the humanism contained
within anti-humanism.

What is required therefore is critical thought that takes into account the exclusionary
nature of humanism and simultaneously corrects it and proposes a new way of thinking through
the addition of the prefix ‘post’. The prefix ‘post’ tends to question the unity of its category
and hence the unity, uniformity and integrity of the human. This type of reading opens up the
possibility to think of “posthumanization” (Herbrechter)as a much more radical and liberating
form of humanization. In its tendency to exclude the Other humanist thought comes across as
more inhuman than non-humans such as nature, androids and animals. If the machinic and
technological Other like androids and robots are seen as objective correlatives for the inhumanity
inhabiting the core of humanist thought, then the ‘posthumans’ can be seen as harbouring the
real ‘crisis’ of humanism. The surfacing of ‘humanity’ by affirming the lucrative status of the
human on the part of the machinicOther, and the consequent expression of ‘inhumanity’ by the
human protagonist in narratives of science fiction can be regarded as the posthumanist moment.
Thus, it is the inhuman that becomes the ultimate signifier of humanity, and it is the
acknowledgement of the inhuman within the human is what forms posthumanism.

Thought and the ‘Human’
Jean Francois Lyotard’sThe Inhuman(1989) provides an excellent insight into how the

pursuit of self-perfectibility through scientific and technological advances, taken to be the
nadir of being human, is actually de-humanising instead.  The Inhuman begins by describing
the principal form that the “inhuman” has taken in postmodernity: the dehumanizing inhumanism
of contemporary capitalism and its reduction of the human to modes of efficiency and the
needs of the technocratic order, specifically through the ideology of “development”. Under
this rubric, what is dubbed the human is constrained to become more like machines in their
functioning, or indeed that the machines we have built will replace us in terms of the thinking
we thought integral to the human being. The opening essay, “Can Thought Go on without a
Body?”(Lyotard 9)takes this up as the ultimate dream of technoscience, argues in a dialogue
between a “he” and a “she”, that “the sole serious question [to] face humanity today”. Techno-
science, the “he” claims, can escape the fate of annihilation through solar catastrophe, by the
application of technologies that make consciousness disembodied. This would ultimately reduce
“All the events and disasters we’re familiar with and try to think of…as no more than pale
simulacra” (Lyotard 11). Lyotard’s surmise is that technoscience is driven by a need to conquer
our being-towards-death and indeed, the possibility of the ultimate finitude of any living-on of
any memory or history of humanity marked by the coming solar catastrophe. Digital technologies
offer the hope of a becoming-inhuman of thought, of thought going on without a body, one
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that “she” offers would have to transcend “the differend of gender” and corporeal existence
(Lyotard 22-23). This position is also taken by N. Katherine Hayles’ book How We Became
Posthuman(1999) where to become disembodied is to, in effect, lose our humanity altogether.
Referring to Hans Moravec’sMind Children: The Future of Robot and Human
IntelligenceHayles writes

…he invents a fantasy scenario in which a robot surgeon purees the human
brain in a kind of cranial liposuction, reading the information in eachmolecular
layer as it is stripped away and transferringthe information into a computer.
Even assuming such a separation was possible, how could anyone think that
consciousness in an entirely different medium would remain unchanged, as if it
had no connection withembodiment?(Hayles)

Moravec, Hayles concludes, “is not abandoning the autonomous liberal subject but is expanding
its prerogatives into the realm of the posthuman”(Hayles)for the seeminglyposthumanist desire
to download consciousness into a gleaming digital environment is itself inspired from the
distinctly humanist matrix of Cartesian dualism.(Badmington) Such transhumanist attitudes
are nothing but re-affirming the negating aspects of humanism that have to be counteracted.
Going back to Lyotard’s attribution of the feminine to the desire for digital (dis)embodiment,
the gendering of technology adds to the problematizing of the question of the inhuman. It is in
this light that this paper focusses on Fritz Lang’s Metropolis and Marcel
L’Herbier’sL’Inhumaine, where the non-procreative female body and expression of sexuality
is seen as eroticized representations of the technological Other and of technology itself(Braidotti)
This kind of representation throws into relief the glaring discrepancies between what humanist
thought professes and what it actually practices. It strengthens the case against humanism and
urges the need for re-consideration of what entails the definition of the ‘human’.

The ‘inhumanity’ of the female Technological Other- Marcel
L’Herbier’sL’Inhumaine

Both classics of Expressionist cinema, Fritz Lang’s Metropolis and Marcel
L’Herbier’sL’Inhumaine illustrate the problematic of gendering of technology. In both the
films the feminine is positioned as ‘inhuman’ in juxtaposition with the male scientist who poses
as the flag-bearer of theexcellence of humanity and modernity. Released in 1924, Marcel
L’Herbier’sL’Inhumaineequates patriarchal mastery of technology with domination over the
female body and sexuality. In the opening credits, where the film’s title is seen against an
animated background of moving machine parts, the refusal of heterosexual love is equated to
a denial of the flesh: the woman is seen as cold, unfeeling machine. The film shows the celebrated
diva Claire Lescot, played by the opera singer Georgette Leblanc welcoming a range of male
suitors – a Russian revolutionary, an American impresario, an Indian Maharajah. Each of
them attempts to woo her, but she rebuffs them. Her final suitor, the young engineer EinarNorsen,
arrives and similarly sets about wooing Claire; she callously rejects him. From the beginning
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of the film, then, there is an emphasis on Claire’s ‘inhumanity’, that is to say her resistance to
male desire, and especially her insensibility to the lovelorn Einar. When Einar apparently
commits suicide and Claire is forced to acquiesce to his desire out of guilt, it is revealed that
he is alive and his ‘suicide’ was only a ploy to bring out Claire’s ‘humanity’. Towards the end
when Claire is poisoned by the jealous Maharajah, she is resuscitated by Einar’s machine
which somehow makes her ‘human’ again, recuperates her for ‘humanity’ (and, crucially,
makes her receptive to his love). The end of the film, then, sees the emergence of a figure of
woman who is no longer ‘inhuman’ but arguably posthuman. Claire is not brought back to life
as a cyborg – that is, her body is not supplemented by any electro-mechanical ormachine-
produced prosthesis – but she is nevertheless posthuman in the sense that her whole recreated
being is technologically mediated, and thus challenges distinctions between life and non-life,
organic and inorganic, natural and artificial. She is not just reanimated but also reconfigured,
in this final scene, by Einar’s mysterious machine.

There are two machines in this film. One is the radio, that realizes Claire’s “‘dream of
panoptic vision’(Miller) by using radio technology to broadcast her voice, singing to all corners
of empire, while at the same time enjoying the spectacle of spectators- Europeans in their
homes, places of work and in transit, but also turbaned Arabs and an African woman –
listening to her. These spectators are united in their appreciation of Claire’s voice, as ‘the very
voice of French culture’. In this respect, the film certainly reflects the universalist assumptions
of the French colonialist project as it continued to be pursued in the 1920s. Einar (whose
surname, Norsen, highlights his Nordic, Aryan origins has audio-visual inventions which allow
Claire to stay in France and yet be everywhere at once. Claire is ostensibly empowered by
technology, since the radio and televisual equipment allows her to fulfil her desires (her desire,
in particular, to reach a global audience). As the voice of French cultural imperialism, she is
placed in a position of power; she sees her listeners as she sings to them, but the technology
constrains them to passive reception: they do not have the opportunity to speak back. And
yet it is important to note that Claire uses this technology under Einar’s careful guidance, and
that this is part of his plan to prevent Claire from leaving France, so that his own desire for her
can ultimately be fulfilled. Moreover, as a user of technology rather than an inventor or creator
Claire occupies an ambivalent, intermediate position which echoes her status as a singer –
not-quite-artist, but rather as a mediator, in whom the work of art does not originate but who
rather provides her body as medium of expression for the composer’s creative energies. In
this sense Claire herself comes to embody the qualities of the radio technology she uses, both
standing as mediums or conduits for male desires and creative impulses. Thus the feminine
becomes an instrument in the hands of patriarchal agency, being relegated to the status of the
inhuman and denied the agency of self-definition that principally constitutes humanist prerogative.

Another way in which the feminine is rendered inhuman is its conjunction with the black
body that symbolizes the imperialist dimension of 1920s France. The display of the eroticized
black body contains echoes of the human zoos which continued to entertain Parisian crowds
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well into the 1930s. Given the camera’s close attention to the fireeater’s exoticized and eroticized
body, one might assume that he is an object of Claire’s fascination, and that, metaphorically,
she is also ‘playing with fire’ in terms of her own sexual desires and behaviour. In fact, the fire-
eater’s performance occurs in counterpoint to the episode in which Einar is rejected by Claire,
with the latter taking place in the garden, a setting not only spatially removed from the banquet
hall and the jazz performance (its separateness emphasized by the use of different coloured
tints for the two spaces), but one which seems to represent a cultivated, ostentatious artificiality,
suggesting that Claire herself is estranged from nature, from the body, and from ‘natural’
desires. Claire’s wild desires need to be tamed but rather that desire must be awakened in
her: she remains a cruel, inaccessible Symbolist ‘femme de glace’, set apart from the ‘techno-
primitive’ influence of jazz.(Shanahan) She needs not just a moral re-education but a complete
transformation, and eventually will be ‘remade’ by Einar’s technology into a desiring, and in
turn receptive, heterosexual partner.

As she reciprocates Einar’s advances towards the end of the film, Claire is restored into
the status of ‘humanity’, which effectively stands-in for male, patriarchal prerogatives in sexual
politics. The machine that reanimates Claire is an amalgam of wires and glass tubes,labelled
‘danger de mort’ (danger of death). L’Herbier does not describe the machine in detail,
presenting it in simplified mechanical elements instead. This is the aesthetics of the machine
abstracted from function; but in reducing the machine to its schematic appearances there is
also an attempt to mythologize it by leaving room for it to perform ‘magic’: this is, after all,
supposed to be a fairytale or marvellous story, as we are told in the opening credits.
Paradoxically, then, it is the ‘inhuman’ machine that recuperates Claire and makes her ‘human’:
technology is seen here as warm and humanizing, rather than cold and unfeeling.L’Inhumaine
does not present a vision of technology that liberates woman, or even generates female pleasure
for pleasure’s sake; rather, the machine is a tool to shape and subjugate female desires to
respond more readily to male needs.(Shingler) By ascribing humanity to coercive male desire
and the ability to bring back to life to a piece of machinery, the feminine is presented as
“inhuman”. Thus the very category of the human, figured as the concept of ‘Man’ is
problematized through the intersection of gender with technology.

Industrialisation and the female body of the machine
The concept of ‘Man’ is further discussed with the question of class and labour in Fritz

Lang’s Metropolis(1927). The first major film to treat androids seriously, Robot Maria, in
Metropolis, exposes the pretensions to humanity by Freder and his capitalist father Johann ‘Joh’
Fredersen. Originally conceived as a prototype for a future robot force that will replace the
human laborers who keep the city running, it is transformed into a double for human Maria on
the orders of the cruel dictator-businessman who owns and runs Metropolis. His idea is to
have it sow discord and chaos among the workers, who are on the verge of rebellion because
of their oppressive lives. The irony is that Maria is a conciliating force, and Robot Maria’s
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actions will discredit her, worsening the workers restiveness; furthermore, Fredersen has
heard her preach patience to the workers, calming them. Yet after he hears this, he orders his
chief engineer, Rotwang, to transform his new robot into Robot Maria and to send it out to
wreak havoc. His plot makes little sense, as it seems destructive to his own power, to the
technology based order that underpins it, and so ultimately to himself.(LaGrandeur)The
machine, especially in its cybernetic representations in modern art, thus has come to function
as the cultural Other of technological society. Only by using the symbolic complexity of the
cyborg figure as a foil onto which we project both the desire to improve our biological condition,
that is to become more machine-like, and, at the same time, the anxiety about machines
replacing the human body altogether, are we able to negotiate the increasing technologizing of
the modern world.

Lang’s city is the archetypal modern cityscape, a wasteland full of images of culture,
representing the living world of human beings, and technology.(Benesch) By opening on a
sequence of close-ups of the throbbing machinery the film virtually hones in on the subject of
technological infringement in human living. Machines are everywhere in Metropolis and their
omnipresence is notrestricted to the enlarged machine room that reaches down into the bowels.
The central control and communication center, where the Master sides over his work force,
literally bustles with technology. The rhetoric hinges on the imagery of a society divided by the
capital/labor few- in both the metaphorical and topographical senses of the sure and abundance,
while the workers are shown to pine away machine room, a barely camouflaged modern
limbo dominated rhythm and noise of machinery. It sets up the perfect premise for the
annihilating, life-denying force of technology embodied in the Android Maria.

The Android Maria is first presented as a mechanical Eve, a Salome-like figure seducing
the participating capitalists as an eroticized representation of technology. Since the robot has
been exclusively designed to satisfy the male drive for control and power (in the twofold
sense that it is man-made and that its main purpose is to subjugate the workers), it is a
compelling symbol of man’s ability to construct technological artifacts which are to serve him
and to fulfill his desires. Being clad in the bodily features of a woman, however, the robot also
signifies that which is different from man (and therefore threatening), that is the feminine or, in
psychoanalytical terms, the otherness of woman. Maria’s reincarnation as a female android
also implies a change of character: from virgin to vamp, from a nurturing mediator of social
conflict to an aggressive agitator of revolutionary struggle. Hence the threat of the frenzied,
sexually potent woman (in a crucial scene, the robot performs a seductive striptease in front
of a lustfully gazing male audience) comes to represent the threat of the machine unleashed,
the powers of creation turned loose against their creator. Fritz Lang’s Metropolis thus looks
at the early stages of industrialization where technology itself was fetishized and eroticized and
women were construed as the instruments of technological production as such. The body of
the android Maria therefore becomes the site of the contestation of capitalist and feminist
discourses, seen as the Real of the cultural sphere of industrialist Weimar Germany in its
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gendered representation of technology. By presenting her as a cyborg, Lang shows the anxieties
towards technology projected onto the body of the woman. Cybernetic imagery also provided
spaces for the staging of both the pervasiveness of modern technological paradigms and the
nudging anxieties concurrent with the increasing dominance of the machine.(Rutsky) Allowing
to represent such complexity, the cybernetic body finally developed into a powerful metaphor
of technological culture. The patriarchal control of the Android-Maria backfires when at the
moment of inciting a riot between the capitalists and the owners, the machine becomes a
potent disruptive force that highlights the oppressed status of the workers. Taking on the
resemblance of the worker-Maria the male vision of female sexuality as destructive and nihilistic
is complete when the android becomes a rabble-rouser through inflammatory speeches and
gestures,”a subversive force unleashing repressed social energies”(Ruppert).

In opposition to the Android-Maria there is the worker-Maria who exhorts Christian
values of patience and forbearance into the minds of the oppressed labourers. While narrating
the tale of the Tower of Babel she emphasizes the alienation and fragmentation of the ruling
class and workers, thus making the workers more aware of their oppression. Therefore it is
appropriate that the android is built in her likeness, for it becomes the machinic embodiment
of her dissent. Lang infuses Madonna-like characteristics into the worker-Maria and she
comes to personify, even more than Freder, the emotive and spiritual dimensions that are
excluded from Fredersen’s world of rationality and efficiency. However her narration of the
tale of the Tower of Babel problematizes her nurturing persona and effectively works to
subvert the patriarchal expectations of femininity. In this respect, Maria and her machinic
double are metaphorically working together to overthrow the extant socio-economic system
of Metropolis. Flesh and metal work in unison and this marks a true posthumanist collaboration
between woman and machine. The woman is systematically excluded from the realms of
logicality and efficiency that have created the machine; the machine has been created to
materialize the unbridled greed for greater consumption and profit for the capitalists. Both are
treated as instrumental meansto serve capitalist, patriarchal ends. The android Maria made in
the image of Hel, Rotwang’s unrequited love and Freder’s mother, acts out the destructive
potential of thwarted love and lust for panoptic control.It is worth noting that besides Maria
and her double, women are seen on the screen only at the time of the riot- all the other
montages are peopled solely by male characters, both capitalists and workers. The ending of
the film reinforces the binary roles of nurturer (the worker Maria) and seducer (the Android
Maria) by destroying the android and relegating Maria to the position of the ideal helpmate
for Freder who shakes hands with the workers and looks forward to a new social order
aimed at bridging the gap between the capitalists and the workers. Peter Ruppert notes,

In the final shot we see the boundaries firmly back in place. The workers–all males again–
are reduced to robots as they march uniformly toward their old Master and Freder, their new
Mediator. Visually they are as separated by boundaries as they were in the beginning of the
film. Maria stands off to the side, subservient, reduced to a reproductive organ, perhaps for
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the next Master of Metropolis. Rotwang is dead, the cyborg has been burned and made into
the scapegoat, capitalism remains firmly in control of technological power, and the workers’wives
are again invisible. Still, the relationship between the machine and the human remains
inconclusive: the female cyborg has shown us the potentially liberating power of technology to
tear down the boundaries that fragment and exclude, boundaries that must now be seen as
contingent, permeable, and capable of being transgressed. (Ruppert)

Conclusion
The feminization of technology in Metropolis and L’Inhumaine therefore shed light on

realities that are heavily influenced by technology. While Claire Lescot is rendered an automaton
subservient to the patriarchal will to control in artistry and imperialist expansion, the figure of
Maria in Metropolis presents a more ambivalent picture of human coupling with technology.
The two films offer a critique on the social and cultural uses of technology, and how using
technology to bring egotistical motives to fruition (figured in the control of the female body)
results in the destruction of all that can be considered human. The inhuman machine therefore
becomes the remedy that can provide the solution to the problem caused by its existence.
While it mimetically replicates the inhumanity of its creator, it also enables a dialectical
understanding of what humanity truly means, and how that can be realized through rejection
of the self-serving values of humanism.
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Unruly Mothers: Surrealism and Motherhood in Kothanodi
Nabanita Roy

Abstract
The narrative of Kothanodi, a film by Bhaskar Hazarika which has grabbed the National

Film Award as the Best feature film in Assamese, 2015, plays with the idea of mothering. The
film is based on the popular oral literature, compiled by Sahityarathi Laxminath Berbarua in
his 1911 folktale collection, 'Burhi-aairShadhu' or 'Grandma's Tale'. The narrative of the film,
intertwining four stories about the mother-child relation poses a threat to the normative under-
standing of the mother as an ideal subject of life/nourishment. If 'Teejimola' and 'Champawati'
are haunted by schizophrenic mothers, 'The Story of Tawoi' and 'Ou Kuwori' are incarcer-
ated with alienated mothers. In adapting the popular folk tales into the screen, Bhaskar Hazarika
has critically questioned the culturally prevalent notions of the mother and split open the con-
stitutive biases in constructing her identity. Replete with the folk cultural practices, the film
negotiates the peripheral events, taboos, experiences, djinn, mixing the mundane with the
surreal, yet the category of surreal remains a metaphor for her experience as a mother. The
surreal then becomes a space inseparable from the narrative of the film, as well as a critical
presence intimately associated with becoming a mother. The proposed paper will first look
into the idea of mother and mothering as represented in the film with creative shifts from the
folk tales that help re-vision her identity. And secondly, it will venture into the category of the
'surreal' not as an other-worldly event, but as a psycho-spatial reality.
Keywords-  Kothanodi, Mothering, Surrealism, Supernatural, Grandma's Tale

"The mind which plunges into Surrealism relives with glowing excitement the best part of its
childhood." (Breton 39)

Introduction
That which is censored is repressed either to be divulged as absent or negotiated as irrational/
non-sensical. The surrealist imagination revolves around this missing space to counter-mobi-
lize the repressed through the "removal of the censorship" (Gauss 43). The removal of norma-
tive and restrictive social norms entails, in the words of Sharla Hutchinson, the artistic presen-
tations of "failed sublimations or de-sublimations" that these representations "provided a win-
dow of opportunity for artists to shock audiences into being more critical of the social systems
that influence human behavior" (Hutchinson 213). She also suggests that the shock can be
processed through "a range of unspeakable human expressions: hysteria, obscenity, pornog-
raphy, and violence" (Hutchinson 212).
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Surrealism as an "activity" (Clifford 539) and as an "experience" (Benjamin 48) pertains to
the territory of "id" the "realm of erotic and the marvelous" which remains as repressive dreams
and forbidden knowledge (Gauss 40). Surrealism also entails a blurring of the distinction
between rational or irrational, as well as a converging paradigm of association, where "com-
mon sense interpolates with that of the "illusion" (41). Andre Breton's encounter with the
writings of Sigmund Freud, as well as his service in Saint-Dizier Psychiatric Centre where he
came across the patients with their "hallucinatory and delusional phenomena" (Kaplan 319)
paved his way towards the new form of articulation-surrealism.  James Clifford writes,

In his classic History of Surrealism, Maurice Nadeau has stressed the formative
impact of wartime experiences on the founders of the Surrealist Movement-
Breton, Eluard, Aragon, Peret, Soupault. After Europe's collapse into barbarism
and the manifest bankruptcy of the ideology of progress, after a deep fissure
had opened between the experience of the trenches and the official language
of heroism and victory, after the romantic rhetorical conventions of the nineteenth
century had proved themselves incapable of representing the reality of the war,
the world was permanently surrealist.

Surrealism as a twentieth-century artistic phenomenon diverted itself from the stale realities of
social conformity pressing on the superior reality of certain forms that of dreams, hallucina-
tions, that which escaped representation (Breton 23). Similarly, the camera had served in
modern times to delineate the superiority of external naturalism, verifiable as scientific truth.
Jonathan Crary states that modern time saw an unprecedented power of the camera "as a
model, in both rationalist and empiricist thought, of how observation leads to truthful infer-
ences about the world" (3) which eventually led to the "ubiquity of vision as the master sense
of the modern era" (Jay 3). Surrealism, as such, through its techniques of representation, can
help replace the apparent as uncanny and the imaginative as real. The film Kothanodi similarly
plays with the act of seeing as a metaphor for the surreal.

Kothanodi
Folk tales and myth that relish in the disruption of normalcy and transgressive imagina-

tions, allowing a kindred cohabitation of multispecies and proffering agency to both humans
and non-humans, has always privileged the irrational. Albeit, irrationality is only a method of
seeing or visibly comprehending the unknown, the repressed, or the unconscious. It cuts the
cluttering of self-referentiality of truth, to privilege other ways of seeing. The filmKothanodi or
The River of Fables likewise captivates the uncanny domains of the Assamese folk tales. The
psychic life of the villagers in the pre-colonial setting, their beliefs, moorings, and living, mixed
with the magical and supernatural, allows Bhaskar Hazarika to negotiate the alternate realities
of existence and its (surreal) possibilities.

Adapted from the folktales collected and compiled by SahityarathiLaxminathBerbarua in
his 1911 folktale collection, Burhi-aairShadhu or Grandma's Tale, Bhaskar Hazarika's film
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Kothanodi engages with four grim tales revolving around the theme of motherhood. The
stories are popular bedtime stories that have circulated in Assam at different periods. The film
incorporates four tales from the collection, "Teejimola",  "Champawati", "The Story of Tawoi"
and "Ou Princess". The stories have been interspersed together to form a single narrative,
with the common theme of motherhood. Mothers and motherhood are central to all four
stories. Added to this, the tales have been either reimagined with some creative shifts or partly
truncated to fit in the thematic requirement of the film. It also departs from the original tale to
allow the character of each of these four tales to freely interact with each other, such that the
monotony of the stories as separate tales is broken. Almost in tune with the supernaturalism
that the film and the stories entail, the characters, as well as the plot, overcome their singularity
to form a collective, with the text as a spatial backdrop against which the performance takes
place. Thus, each of these tales is heavily dependent on one another, creating a creative space
of interaction. The technique thus enables the plot to smoothly cut across the borders of the
tales.

The film starts with the story "The Tale of Tawoi", which deals with the ordeals of a couple,
Poonai and Malati, who repeatedly bury their newborn child, under the supervision of tawoi
or the uncle of Poonai. It begins with the act of digging- Poonai frantically burying his child.
Tawoi, who has been entrusted by Poonai's dying father to consider his upbringing, is a
soothsayer, capable of foreseeing the future. According to his clairvoyance, each of these
children would have grown up to fatally injure or harm the father, hence the violent act of
filicide. For tawoi these children were nothing but monsters. It is only with the fourth child,
that tawoi orders a halt to this killing spree. The film departs from the original tale, privileging
the mother as the chief source of resistance instead of the father, who resolves to kill tawoi, if
only he ordered the same for their fourth child. The narrative of the tale keeps returning along
with the other stories. The film, then introduces its second tale, that of "Ou Princess" or "The
Outenga Maiden". The film makes a seminal shift in this tale as well, the princess is replaced
by an ordinary village woman, Keteki, who gives birth to an outenga or the elephant apple, a
sour fruit frequently used in Assamese cuisine. The woman weaves to survive after being cast
out by her husband for giving birth to a fruit instead of a human child. The fruit is animated,
such that it follows Keteki wherever she travels. Keteki believes it to be her child. It is later
with the help of Devinath, father of Tejimola, who is a garments trader visiting Keteki for his
orders, the repressed child inside the fruit is freed/released from within. The film proceeds
with the story of "Teejimola" followed by the story of "Champawati". Both these tales are the
darkest among the lot. It's macabre and grimness resounds mostly through the exploitative
interaction between the daughter-mother duos, in the respective tales.

Although death is omnipresent in all four tales, the last two confounds the senses through
its bizarre and seemingly outlandish storyline. Both these tales have been subtly interwoven.
Teejimola is a young girl, murdered by her stepmother while her father, Devinath, a garments
trader, travels to a faraway land for business. Hazarika introduces a djinn in the tale, to
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contextualize the psychotic Senehi, the stepmother. She is represented as a gruesome matriarch
who abominably unleashes violence and abuse on Teejmola before smashing her head with
the dheki, a traditional rice husking arrangement made of wood. Only a section from the tale
of "Champawati" is presented in the film, involving the marriage of Bonolotika to a wild python
and her consequent death by being devoured by the python. Bonolotika is the daughter of
Dhoneswari, the younger wife, whereas Champawati is the daughter of the younger wife,
Rupeshwari. The book explicitly deals with the fate and ordeals of Champawati rather than
Bonolitika, who is chosen by the python, a shape-shifting folk god, who bestows her with
immense wealth on their wedding night. Dhoneshwari, the greedy mother hence orders her
husband to make a similar arrangement of marrying their daughter to a python. Rather, this
time, the python was no god, but a devouring creature who fully consumes Bonolotika.
Representing Bonolotika's fate is specifically Hazarika's creative take to understand
Dhoneshwari and her identity as a mother who sacrifices her biological daughter.

Mothering and Motherhood
The "dangerous territory" (Breton 40) that the film divulges, subverts the logic of mothering.

It is removed from its naturalness or essentiality. Dhoneshwari partakes in sacrificing her
biological daughter for vices such as greed and jealousy. Maloti unwillingly participates in
burying her newborns, whereas Keteki is unable to perform mothering. On the other hand,
Seneki, the stepmother, perpetrates violence on her daughter.  The normative understanding
of the mother as a caregiver is overturned against a magical backdrop where the living and
dead, material and human, mythical and mundane is blurred. The effect of such blurring in turn
compliments the break in the expected.

Andre Breton in his second manifesto of surrealism argues that the activity of surrealism
lay in "finding and fixing" the "certain point of the mind at which life and death, the real and the
imagined, past and future, the communicable and the incommunicable, high and low, cease to
be perceived as contradictions" (123). Surrealism thereby liberates thought, language, and
human experience from the narrow confinements of rationally validated realities, and
simultaneously strives to make the uncanny familiar, digressing from the order of the Enlightenment.
The psychic life of the mothers, presented as a difference throughout the film, provides a
space for Hazarika to flip the normative reality as unreal, as well as the unreal as normative.
As Gauss notes, for the surrealists "the domain of imagination (essential to art practice) is
identified with the psychic life itself as distinguished from the reality of ordinary appearance
which is the raw material for the action of our rationalization" (38). This very domain of
psychic life can perhaps be translated as the reality which the film explores, subverts as well
as upholds.

The case of Senehi and her involvement with an otherworldly man/spirit, a djinn, with
whom she conspires to murder Teejimola, surfaces as the most imaginative leap in figuring the
physic underpinnings involved in motherhood. The book features the death and resurrection
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of Teejimola, involving a series of shape shifting, beginning with a gourd she then turns into a
fruit, later a lotus, bird and finally into her original human form, aided by her father's magical
powers. It is Teejimola's metamorphosis that primarily configures the storyline in the book.
While the film provides only a glimpse of Teejimola's resurgence as a sprouting plant and
devotes much attention to the djinn and Senehi's plotting. The film is bent towards the mother's
perspective, dehumanizing/demonizing her through a surreal take. The djinn is an agency, a
motif, that helps Hazarika to contextualize Senehi's status as a psychotic mother closing on
hysteria. It speaks for Senehi's repressed desires. One may thus consider, as Sharla Hutchinson,
suggests :

a surrealist method for presenting the impact that restrictive social mores made
on the human psyche through visual and literary depictions of shocking
psychological regressions that result in transgressive behavior. As a subject
matter for art, it demonstrates the surrealist commitment to compromise
traditional aesthetics by shocking audiences with a range of unspeakable human
expressions: hysteria, obscenity, pornography, and violence.

Contesting Desires
Desire in various forms mobilizes the destiny of the characters in the film- Poonai's desire

to live, Keteki's desire to mother, Senehi's desire to inflict pain, Dhaneshwari's desire to
contest Rupeshwari's life. Desire then stands at the crux of their psychosis, which the film
deftly represents through the visceral moments of surrealism. Yet the film speculates the death
of the spectator's desire through invoking the surreal, playing on the surreal to engage and
dislodge the gaze simultaneously. The method helps to dislocate the object of desire to cancel
the voyeuristic gaze of the spectator which creates naturalizing effects. Hutchinson, stating
Laura Mulvey's theory of gaze suggests that "the undisturbed voyeur/ voyant relationship" can
be disrupted in two ways, firstly "the production of the scene can be foregrounded to destroy
the sense of realism, thereby exposing the object of desire as mere fabrication; or the object
of desire can be distorted so that it no longer resembles itself" (215).

The object of desire, that is the mother-daughter relationship, in each of the tales is disembodied.
The disembodiment happens through a series of onslaught on the expected. In the case of
Senehi, the djinn animates the existence of Senehi as an evil stepmother, which is itself
non-corporeal, albeit bestowed with a human form in the film. But the djinn is an abject
presence, neither male nor female, nor completely human. For Poonai and Malati, the unnatural
obedience to tawoi leads to the inhuman practice of burying the newborn. For Bonolotika
and her mother Dhoneshwari, the wild python becomes a metaphor for the disruption that
severs the normative expectations. The animated elephant apple, the fruit-bearing fruit within,
magically confounds our senses. Within this practice of dislocation, surfaces yet another fact
that gender is performative, ripping open the internal essence "of gender as manufactured
through a sustained set of acts, posited through the gendered stylization of the body" (Butler
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519). The cultural gaze of motherhood is suspended. Thus, the act of dislocating, shocking
helps to question the notion of an ideal mother, as benevolent and reproductive. The
non-reproductive bodies of Keteki and Senehi, posit them as alienated mothers. Such a
nuanced understanding of the surrealist method employed in the film helps us to locate gender
performativity as cultural and mothering and motherhood not as natural but rather cultural.
Further, "by calling up the image of hysteria" and then "undermining the sense of reality" the
film re-invents that the "body as no longer limited to the mask of femininity" (Hutchinson 220).

Conclusion
The denouement is an amplified canvas of life, death, and resurrections. Teejimola

becomes a plant sprouting with vigor, the elephant apple becomes a magical child, the fourth
child of Malati is miraculously salvaged, and Bonolotika becoming one with the forest python.
These differences of living, becoming, dying, resurrecting deftly articulated in the movie,
embraces the folk vision of unmitigated discrepancies and irrationalities. Surrealism in the film
also becomes a method to engage in the psychic life of the mothers who desire to transcend
conformities and normative identifications. It vouchsafes a critical entry to the interconnected
tales of the mothers with their failures, moorings, crisis as well as transgressions. It is a means
to engage with the other possibilities of reimagining motherhood and mothering, with their
nuanced shades, that lie beyond rationalism and everyday common sense. It proliferates through
transcending expectations. Malati ventures to kill tawoi, whereas Dhoneshwari sacrifices her
daughter to her whim and fancy. In effect, the illusion of common sense itself disposes of the
facticity of an ideal mother as a natural body into a culturally desiring object, a body saturated
with performances. Constituting the psychological reality of the mothers which is often
repressed or undermined, as a surrealist vision, and spatially realizing it through the film's text,
saturates the core of Kothanodi. Thus, as Breton suggests, the "psychic automatism" as an
expressive technique of surrealism practiced "in the absence of any control exercised by
reason exempt from any aesthetic or moral concern"(26) is translated or can be understood in
the film as the psychic enactment of the raw desires, that which is abhorred, loathed, fetishized
as well as pornographized by the civilization.
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Delineating Indian Diasporic Identities and Beyond :
Reading Select Films of Mira Nair and Deepa Mehta

Ananya Mukherjee

Abstract
Cinema has not only provided momentum to uphold the realities of the diasporic identities

but also has a more extensive reach towards global visibility. Diasporic subjects usually have
a strong nostalgia for the land they have left behind and for its culture, but they, simultaneously
may consciously or unconsciously tend to acculturate and assimilate to the dominant culture
of the new space. This research paper explores the influence of cinema in the identity
construction of Indian diasporic audiences. This predominantly centres on the representation
of Indian diasporic identities in select films of Mira Nair and Deepa Mehta. Mira Nair is
considered one of a handful of diasporic film directors whose works have significantly transformed
contemporary world cinema. Her aesthetic sensibility gestures toward the filmmaker's commitment
to social justice, especially concerning women and socio-economically marginalised groups.
On a similar note, the films of Deepa Mehta problematise the specific issues of gender, sexuality
and oppression of women with an insight. Her works deal with controversial socio-political
problems in Indian history. As both the filmmakers belong to the diasporic community themselves,
their works often showcase displaced and dislocated subjects in their filmic narratives. This
paper proposes to locate and identify how the issues of dislocation and displacement relatedly
bring Indian diasporic experiences in the select films of Mira Nair and Deepa Mehta.
Key Words : Diaspora, displacement, assimilation.

The term 'diaspora' is a social formation outside the nation in origin. It was commonly
associated with the Jewish diaspora in the classical period. Etymologically the term 'diaspora'
is originated from the Greek composite verb diaspeírein, meaning to scatter through/across
that corresponds to the process of dislocation and relocation. It is a movement or migration of
people who are necessarily away from their homeland owing to partition, war, the pursuit of
economic prosperity or surviving results of economic exploitation. Compared to the literature
written by Indians in diaspora, filmmaking by diasporic Indians is considered a relatively
recent activity that had emerged in the last quarter of the twentieth century. These films image
the lives of diasporic people in the diasporic locations and also re-image their old homeland to
further re-root their identity. Cinema has not only provided momentum to uphold the realities
of the diasporic identities but also had a more extensive reach towards global visibility. Diasporic
subjects usually have a strong nostalgia for the land they have left behind and for its culture but
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at the same time may consciously or unconsciously tend to acculturate and assimilate to the
dominant culture of the new space (Lahiri 6). What is also noteworthy are the locations from
where cinema is emanating, as well as the diasporic origins of the filmmakers themselves. This
research explores the influence of the movies in the identity construction of Indian diasporic
audiences.As observed by Jigna Desai, "Mira Nair and Deepa Mehta, whose films are
constructed simultaneously for multiple audiences, pursue the possibility of maximum exposure
within India for their films, attempting to simultaneously locate them within North American
national cinemas as well as in relation Indian cinemas" (121). This research paper,
therefore,centresaround the representation of Indian diasporic identities in select films of Mira
Nair and Deepa Mehta.

Mira Nair is considered one of a handful of diasporic film directors whose work had
significantly transformed contemporary world cinema. Her aesthetic sensibility gestures
towards the filmmaker's commitment to social justice, especially concerning women and socio-
economically marginalised groups. Her films that are considered self-evidently diasporic would
include Salaam Bombay! (1988), Mississippi Masala (1991), Monsoon Wedding (2001),
and The Namesake (2006). She uses documentary realism to show and explore diverse
experiences of migration and displacement in her films. In Salaam Bombay!the narrative
focuses on Krishna, a street kid where the diasporic sensibilities operate in a more complex
and contradictory space to mirror the displacement primarily experienced by the Indian
diasporic subjects. It is Krishna's desire to return to his parents or homeland that maybe seen
as a different kind of diaspora where Krishna is a migrant stranger in the urban slums of
Bombay, but he remains internally connected to his nostalgic homeland.The dislocated identity
of Krishna continues to attribute to the filmic telos. The colony of prostitutes resonate the
similar traits of insecurity and 'othering' that proliferate the germ of discrepancies within a
society. The filmic narrative reiterates a sense of misplaced identity that dwells at the verge of
the imagined homeland. Another text of Nair, Mississippi Masala explores the complex
relationship between the black communities and the Indians, which directly portrays the
diasporic dilemmas of the Indian family exiled from Uganda during the dictatorship of Idi
Amin. Nair has a tendency to incorporate fluidity in shaping the transnational identity as in her
filmMonsoon Wedding;shetries to focus on the nuptial in an Indian setting where a diasporic
family comes to wed their son to an Indian girl and portrays a clash between tradition and
modernity at the core of the middle-class Indian family. The struggle for searching one's existence
becomes prominent in Nair's portrayal of tradition and modernity. The Namesake focuses on
a sensitive and moving exploration of the crisis faced by Ashoke and Ashima, which shows a
realist depiction of the diaspora as they migrate to America. The course of development in the
character's identity construction further problematises the issues of marginalisation in western
society. Considering the point of adaptation, the original text of Jhumpa Lahiri encounters
with the diasporic consciousness of an 'imaginary' homeland and portrays the "in-betweenness"
of Ashima's identity. The filmic text of Nair retrospectively encapsulates the crises of Ashima
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being alienated in a foreign land. The semiotic reading of stepping into Ashoke's shoes
problematises her existence and strategically subjugates her beinga woman. The course of
evolution through incidents in the foreign land strengthens her character, and her final return to
India after Ashoke's death reifies the lack of stability that she tries to restore through music.
As Deepika Bahri observes:

Ashima's return to her interrupted training in classical Indian music as she "follows
her bliss" is part of the symphonic structure of a film that tries to represent the
experience of a multicultural world through the use of contrapuntal notes, different
melodies, and rhythmic structures.

In the 'original' text, Ashima's quest continues, but Nair's filmic text finds stability in Indian
classical music as the rhythm reminds her of the nostalgic homeland that she is/was a part of.
The mode of representation varies in the filmic adaptation as the screen projects the auteur's
sensibility to assimilate the globalised identity. Filmic adaptation incorporates the narrative
outline of the original text to mark it as fidel or infidel dwelling upon the cultural memory of the
text.This cultural memory is articulated and interpreted by following a paradigm of "semiotic
diaspora" in the film that reifies the image of the original text. The filmic narrative questions the
concept of fidelity in adaptation through deliberately critiquing the idea of 'simulation'. The
memory of the original text is retained and transferred into a new dimension of a visual trajectory.
Commenting over the theory of fidelity in filmic adaptation, John Ellis comments :

The adaptation consumes this memory, aiming to efface it with the presence of
its own images. The successful adaptation is one that is able to replace the
memory of the novel with the process of a filmic or televisual representation…
The fruitfulness of the adaptation is the degree to which it can rework and
replace a memory. (3-4)

Filmic narrative strategically allows adaptation without constraints for the purpose of achieving
the desired impact, and for doing that, this sometimes reconstructs the original text.  The
question of fidelity in the filmic text introspectively looks into Linda Hutcheon'sobservation in
her work, The Theory of Adaptation, as she comments :

... the term adaptation has a multi-layered application referring simultaneously
to, the entity or product which is the result of transposing a particular source;
the process through which the entity or product was created (including
reinterpretation and re-creation of the source); and the process of reception,
through which we experience adaptations as palimpsests through our memory
of other works that resonate through repetition and variation, or in other words,
the ways in which we associate the entity or product as both similar to and a
departure from the original. (7)

Lahiri's original text explores the dilemma of departure with a sense of loss as the cultural
de-linking excavates a discord in one's identity. This dual existence is a result of the forced
assimilation of the cultural alienation. This loss of homeland and the forced assimilation shapes
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this Bengali couple's identity accordingly. The filmic text addresses the anxieties and dilemmas
of this 'in-betweenness' that shapes the Indian-American diasporic consciousness to accommodate
the cultural 'aporia' in a foreign land. As Femke Stock, opines :

Paradoxically, the deep contextuality of diasporic perceptions of a remembered
'original' home, together with its remoteness in time and space as well as the
competition from other possible home spaces, makes 'home' a concept that is
far from self-evident, while at the same time carrying strong connotations of
exactly such a self-evidence. (25)

Diasporic subjects anticipate with cultural assimilation that is linked with the image of the
'original' home and this eventually reaffirms a nostalgic gaze upon the homeland by recreating
a space to focus on the issues needed to be touched upon. The cinematic gaze upon the
homeland is authenticated in the films of Deepa Mehta as she problematises the specific
issues of gender, sexuality and women's oppression with an insight. Her trilogy Fire (1996),
Earth (1998), and Water (2005) deal with controversial socio-political issues in Indian history.
In Fire, the focus is on 1980s postcolonial India, and it portrays the concept of same-sex love
to depict a sexual relationship between the protagonists Radha and Sita. It is an exploration of
the choices women have and their process of becoming who they want without being punished
for it; therefore, it criticises the question of sexual repression within a family and a society.
As,Jaspal Kaur Singh, observes :

The film does bring a taboo topic to the fore, and the director must certainly
be lauded for her intensive effort so that the much needed social and cultural
transformation can occur. However, it does so at the cost of demonising Indian
patriarchy and fetishising oppression in monolithic terms. Additionally, in a culture
where same-sex expressions of affection arc not seen as deviant, the portrayal
of Sita and Radha, as two typical middle-class wives, who enjoy community
and show affection in sexualised terms might have long-term detrimental effects
on same-sex support. (152)

Mehta has tried to proliferate the displaced identity of a woman in Indian society after marriage.
Sita and Radha both are characters from Indian mythology, and both are considered the
epitome of self-sacrifice within a familial bond. The deliberate critiquing happens when these
characters are simulated in a realistic space outside of myth, and the quest for one's
self-orientation continued with a miraculous escape from the 'oppressed' familial bond. Mehta
has inscribed a different narrative of love outside the heterosexual marital institution where
these two women are trying to soothe each other by exploring their queer sexuality in a
society where same-sex love was alienated and 'tabooed'.
Deepa Mehta's Earth (1998), is an adaptation of Pakistani writer BapsiSidhwa'sCracking
India(1988).There is a deliberate shift of the ideological gaze from sexuality to the politics of
nationalism. It tries to re-image India through the eyes of two women-BapsiSidhwa and Deepa
Mehta. It represents the subaltern characters Ayah, a powerless Hindu woman in a yet to
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form Muslim country and polio-stricken Lenny from the marginal Parsi community. Sidhwa's
Cracking India explores the politics of nation-state and how power functions in controlling the
female body. The engaging narrative of nationalism insinuates the politics of control over
women and the theory of 'protecting' one's motherland also comes under the discourse of
surveillance to the female body. In this context, Saman Ashfaq remarks :

In any nationalist discourse, women play a central role in the imagination and
construction of the nation-state where the nation is often venerated as a female,
especially as a mother, drawing upon images of purity, honour, and nurture.
The reality, however, is that this association renders their bodies vulnerable to
the "outsider" or the "other". (31)

Rani Neutill critiques Mehta's film Earth by pointing out its differences from Sidhwa's original
text as it lacks the depth in portraying the violence against women during the partition. The
female body with a disability creates a dialogic relation with the violence and power performed
by patriarchy (75). Neutill again observes : "Postcolonial feminism has been crucial in
understanding the ways in which nationalism used and abused women, it has not taken into
consideration the ways in which the Partition of India became a form of state-sanctioned and
mandated heterosexuality" (75). Partition, war and body are intertwined with a thread of
violence that provides agency to the nationas Clare Barker observes :

Cracking India's Partition narrative is haunted by recurring images of corporeal
dismemberment-tearing, cracking, bleeding, pain-that emerge from the
protagonist Lenny's childhood experiences of disability…from recounting Lenny's
personal narrative of disabled embodiment and corrective surgery to the cultural
history of Partition and the social consequences of subcontinental politics.(95)

Mehta's treatment to violence anticipates with her intrinsic feminist approach that extends a
cosmopolitan gaze to her female characters. The Indo-Canadian diasporic sensibility provides
her with the agency to look into the domestic issues of torture and violence. Her filmic text
celebrates this process of de-linking to escalate a sense of sublime. On a similar note, Water
is set in the context of sacred Varanasi, but the image of India is metaphorically portrayed
across the bodies of de-sexed widows who are sexually exploited by 'Seths' or powerful
men. Thus, Mehta has tried concentrating on the displacement and dislocation of these widows
and the process of their isolation from the mainstream society. As David F. Burton articulates :
"Mehta depicts the hypocrisy of the Hindu priestly class; Brahmins are supposedly concerned
with preserving their purity, and yet they use their highsocial status to justify the exploitation of
vulnerable women and children" (4). Mehta has critiqued widowhood as a space for female
subjugation, and the ashram is objectified protruding a panoptic gaze to its prisoners. Chhuiya
and Kalyani become victims of brutal sexual abuse that questions the authority of the matriarch
in the ashramathat further problematises religion as a repressive state apparatus in controlling
the docile body. Mehta incorporates the question of familial 'honour' and Kalyani's suicide
reinforces the social discrepancies ensuring a persistent impact in the mind of the audience.

Delineating Indian Diasporic Identities and beyond : Reading Select Films of Mira Nair and Deepa Mehta
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Mehta has tried to focus on both physical and psychological trauma of displacement and
alienation from an 'original' homeland, and this recurs in her works in establishing her position
as an auteur. Her film, Midnight's Childrenis an adaptation of Salman Rushdie's novel of the
same name. The narrative here reiterates a continuous state of displacement and identity
confusion. It deals withflux in relationships and shows how the concept of identity is interconnected
with a strand of belongingness and nostalgia. Here the auteur is engaged in re-rooting all the
characters accordingly with the change of time and space. Film adaptation trades upon the
memory of the original text by tracing its diasporic consciousness of Rushdie's Imaginary
Homelands. The cinematic medium has, in this short time, reached out to a vast audience and
has achieved global visibility and gathered awards as well. In today's global world of movement,
our personal identities are changing. So, 'where is my home?' and 'what is my identity?' have
become essential questions in one's life. In recent times more and more diasporic communities
visit their homelands, perhaps to re-root their identities which explore the influence of the
movies in the identity construction of Indian diasporic audiences. As both the filmmakers
belong to the diasporic community themselves, their works often showcase displaced and
dislocated subjects in their filmic narratives. Therefore, the filmic narrative proposes to locate
and identify how the issues of dislocation and displacement essentially bring Indian diasporic
experiences.
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